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April 28, 2024

Please note that the order of service is subject to change at the leading of the (S)pirit

▲Means you are invited to stand in spirit or body.

Prelude Patricia Leftridge

Greetings + Announcements Rev. Alex

Welcome Vicky Jungers

Story for All Ages “Blessed Unrest” Rev. Alex

By Zo Tobi

Recessional “Go Now in Peace” Patricia Leftridge

STLT (gray) #413

Chalice Lighting “Our Story” Rev. Alex

by William Stafford

Remind me again-

together we trace our strange journey,

find each other, come on laughing.

Some time we'll cross where life ends.

We'll both look back as far as forever, that first day.

I'll touch you-a new world then. Stars will move a different way.

We'll both end. We'll both begin.

Remind me again.

Opening Hymn “I Wish I Knew How” Patricia Leftridge

STLT (gray) #151

Offering Natalie Zapata + Rev. Alex

Offertory Music “Improvisation” Patricia Leftridge

Liturgical Action + Breathing I All



Homily “Interbeing with Discomfort and Joy” Rev. Alex

Liturgical Action + Breathing II All

Joys|Sorrows|Gratitude “Our Story” Rev. Alex

by William Stafford

Remind me again-together we

trace our strange journey,

find each other, come on laughing.

Some time we'll cross where life ends.

We'll both look back as far as forever, that first day.

I'll touch you-a new world then.

Stars will move a different way.

We'll both end. We'll both begin.

Remind me again.

Pastoral Song “I amWilling” Vicky Jungers + Patricia Leftridge

by William Blake

Liturgical Action + Breathing III All

▲Responsive Commission + Rev. Alex + Congregation

Benediction “Blessing the Boats”

by Lucille Clifton

Closing Hymn “This Joy”

Composed by Shirley Caesar

Produced by Tiffany Gouché and Abena Koomson-Davis

Resistance Revival Chorus

may the tide that is entering even now the lip of our understanding

carry you out beyond the face of fear

may you kiss the wind then turn from it

certain that it will love your back

may you open your eyes to water, water waving forever

and may you in your innocence sail through this to that

Extinguish Chalice + ClosingWords

As we go forth, may we carry the flame of Love,

and Peace with Justice, until we meet again,

Blessed Be.


